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Books which contain directions on how to construct and use games for reading skill development are popular with teachers because they contain practical suggestions for classroom activities. There are matters related to the selection and purchase of such books with which the teacher should be familiar; those matters are discussed here.

There is enough variety in reading game books to satisfy many specific instructional objectives while using a number of different formats. One area in which game books differ is that some contain activities for many curriculum areas such as reading, math, social studies, science, and health while others deal exclusively with reading activities. Another noticeable difference is that some game books contain written descriptions of games whereas others contain actual patterns for game boards which the teacher may use as presented. There are also differences in the audiences the activities are designed to reach. Many books include themes which will be of interest to young children while other books are designed to encourage older children to develop more elaborate game-playing strategies.

The organization of activities also differs from book to book. Games may be arranged by skills to be developed, such as word recognition, comprehension, and vocabulary, or they may be arranged according to grade level. The range of grade levels or reading levels covered differs from one book to another, although the most common grade level distinction separates primary and intermediate grade activities.

A final area in which the content of game books differs is that some include suggestions for game management programs which the teachers may find useful as they try to decide when and how to implement games in the classroom.

With all of the differences in game books, how should teachers decide which books to buy? First, it is important that they consider how appropriate the activities in any book are in relation to students' abilities and interests. Second, they should check carefully to judge how complete the directions are for constructing and using the games described. Third, teachers should try to estimate the amount of time and materials needed to complete a game. Some games require an inordinate amount of time to construct and very little time to play.

It is apparent that one could spend a great deal of time and money trying to order all the books available. The authors suggest that you examine several books and decide which one or ones are most suited to your needs.
The following compilation of books is offered for those who desire information on the use and construction of reading games:


